
from elsewhere on cheaper paper Dr. Spencer's book and what to leave out must be the hardest task for the
is not of this kind; the paper is excellent, the type is authors of a book of this nature.
large and clear, and the binding and cover seem satis- Whether one uses the book or not will be a matter of
factory. The majority of the reproductions of illustrations individual preference. Its whole content speaks of
are good. It is not cheap; it costs £10. personal experience and any laboratory worker could

Purchasers should carefully check that the pages are run a blood-bank with its aid. Techniques are clearly
not out of order. This defect is present in at least one described but not always easy to locate. The method of
copy already sold. reference to them as 'technique No ........' without a page

J. GOUGH reference, is unsatisfactory to those not thoroughly
familiar with thebook..(AppendixIVis a list of techniques,

HORMONES IN BLOOD Edited by C. H. Gray and A. L. with page references.) On p. 207 several techniques are

Bacharach. (Pp. XVIII + 655; illustrated. 140s.) mentioned without reference numbers. The same criticism
New York and London: Academic Press. 1961. applies to the figures. For example, p. 210 refers to fig 5a,

This volume discusses methods for the assay in blood but does not say it is on page 42.
of the various hormones and the significance cf the The illustrathons are good.
results. The book is intended for readers qualified in Reading the book, one gets the impression that the

some relevant branch of pure or applied science who need authors take for granted that their pet foibles and

information regarding the analysis of hormones with technical variations are known and accepted, and need

which they are not familiar; it would prove of little no explanation. For many readers this may well be true.

interest to anyone lacking minimal knowledge of But, for example, to read on p. 258 that the Price pre-

chemistry, endocrinology and laboratory technique. cipitation reaction (which they call the Price precipitation
Within these limits the fieadis well covered. test) is a two-tube test, using serum neat and diluted one

The endocrine investigations of most hospital labor- intwo,willsurprisemanyandirritatesome.Noindication
atories have been confined to analysis of urine for is given that this is a modification of the Price precipita-
hormones or their metabolites. Analyses of the blood tion reaction.
are becoming increasingly important: determinations of The writing itself is open to criticism for its numerousartenbecoming iodincreasngl ofi ortant ldeterminaioneso errors in construction, grammar, and punctuation. Oneprotein-bound iodine and of adrenal cortical hormones need look no further than page 2 for a glaring mistakeprovide two notable examples. The situation illustrates in number, while punctuation appears somewhat arbitrary
one of the difficulties of modern medicine. On the one and, in places, breathless. There is no uniformity in
hand, the clinical need for a particular determination givin dates brefess. To so readersithese
makes itself felt, a need which may be made more giving the dates of references. To some readers these
pressing by the published results of specialized points will not matter; to others, the need for editing

(pressing byhwell-known) authors; and, on the other detracts from the appeal of a book that is altogether too
(and perhaps welkon uhr;ad nteohr valuable not to deserve continuing success.
hand, the chemical pathologist (or pathologist advised
by his chemical colleagues) is sadly aware of the time
and effort which is called for if satisfactory results are to BASIC NEURO-PATHOLOGICAL TECHNIQUE By G. Gasser.
be obtained. Works such as the present help both in the (Pp. x + 77; 59 figures. 20s.) Oxford: Blackwell
assessment of the analytical difficulties and in the assess- Scientific Publications. 1962.
ment of the probable clinical value of the results of a The author is the chief technician in the Department
technique and so make easier the decision whether the of Pathology at the Smethwick Centre for neurosurgery.
analysis should be embarked upon. o ahlg tteSehikCnr o ersrey
The standard of all the contributions is high. The Anyone who has seen the beautiful preparations shown
atic sinterest of bifferentributionsis con- by Dr. A. L. Woolf at scientific meetings will welcomepractical itrsofdifferent estimations varies con- yh perneo oueonsann ehiusfo

siderably, as is to be expected. To workers likely to be the appearance of a volume on staining techniques from
confronted with questions relating to determinations of that department. The object has been to give sufficient
hormones in blood the book can be recommended witbout information on all the aspects of neuro-patholog

reserve. technique to enable routine pathologists and histological
ARTHUR JORDAN technicians to tackle the study of central nervous disease

systematically and by reliable and well-tried methods.
Post-mortem techniques for removing the skull and

AN INTRODUCTION TO BLOOD GROUP SEROLOGY, 2nd ed. brain together, for demonstrating the cervico-medullary
By Kathleen E. Boorman and Barbara E. Dodd. junction, and for removing the spinal cord without
(Pp. 336; 10 plates; 14 text figures.96s-) London: damage are adequately described. Some of these methods
J. & A. Churchill. 1961. will be rarely used in routine departments, so that a

This book is now a well-established favourite, particularly clear description of several different procedures becomes
with those working in laboratories served by the South of added value. The necessity for tracing the carotid and
London Blood Transfusion Service. The second edition vertebral arteries in many cases of cerebrovascular disease
brings blood group serology, apart from 'small print is stressed though there will be many dissenters from the
stuff', as nearly up to date as any book can and succeeds view that 'in most cases with ischaemic lesions in the
pretty well in its attempt to be a technical book with brain the responsible vascular lesion lies outside the
sufficient theoretical content for the ordinary medical or cranial cavity', and few pathologists will be prepared,
technical blood-bank worker. To decide what to include or have the time, to demonstrate the full length of the
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Book reviews

vertebral artery in the numerous instances of cerebro-
vascular disease which come to necropsy in general
hospitals. Chapters on fixation and processing, and the
preparation of sections and the essential staining techni-
ques are well and clearly described and illustrated by
excellent black and white, and occasional, less attractive
coloured photographs. The account of the standard
blocks to be taken when investigating an undiagnosed
brain disease is useful, but it is in the accounts of staining
methods that the book excels. Most of the descriptions
are sufficiently detailed for an experienced general histo-
logical technician to use with the probability of good
results at the first attempt. The description of the Holzer
method for glial fibres is given in such minute detail
that consistently excellent results can be obtained with
what is often a most capricious procedure. If the other
difficult techniques had been given in such splendid detail,
along with the references to the literature on important
points raised by the author, such as the distinction of
true degeneration from artefact in Marchi-stained pre-
parations, then the book would be quite exceptional.
As it is, this small volume will be a valuable addition to
any histological laboratory, and both in its content, and
high standard of photography and general production it
is first-rate value for money.

B. E. TOMLINSON

STAINING ANIMAL TISSUE: PRACTICAL AND THEORETICAL
By Edward Gurr. (Pp. xii + 631; coloured frontispiece.
84s.) London: Leonard Hill. 1962.

It is a pity that this book does not remove the doubts
raised by Mr. Gurr's previous books about his capability
of producing a clear unambiguous and disinterested
volume. For example, there is doubt about Thomas, who
on page 367 is J. T. Thomas of 1953 and in the reference
list becomes J. R.; but the recipe on p. 558 headed
'haematoxylin (Thomas)' has no initials, no reference, no
reason for its inclusion, no clue to the function or value
of the method, and stands unlinked, shrouded in doubt.
The formula given bears a partial resemblance to that
published by J. A. Thomas (1943, see Langeron, or Gray)
and possibly the quantitative differences could be due to
typographical slips, but why intensify the bafflement?
Why, for example, does Squire's Orange-Fuchsin solution
(p. 563) appear among the 'recipes' with no mention of
Squire in any of the indices nor any note about the use
of this mixture? There are in the subject index five page
references, i.e., pagination without subheading, under
rabies, five under Negri bodies but only three are com-
mon. Something called MacConaill's glucose syrup
(p. 531) is said to be 'an extremely useful product with
many applications', but although a reference is quoted
(J. Anat., 1937) no formula is given, despite the fact that
a formula is given for the preparation of 1% aqueous
eosin! Another irrational procedure is the refusal to use
colour index numbers for the dyes mentioned; no
explanation is offered on the grounds that adequate
reasons were given in two of his earlier books. These
were not adequate reasons, and this is no way to behave.
Many methods are quoted in detail with references,

and the reader might naturally assume that these are
exact transcripts. Under Barlow's method, on p. 449, it is

stated that the sections should be mounted in D.P.X.,
Cristalite, Clearmount, or Emexel, whereas in fact
Barlow mentioned only D.P.X. The other three mountants
are products ofundisclosed constitution sold by Mr. Gurr.
No book is so bad but it may give a man an idea, and

this old saying is true, but it does not justify slack
editing, an index that shows so little understanding, and
scientific standards at the mercy of commercial ones.
The book is commended only to those pathologists who
are long in the tooth and well endowed with cash and
scepticism.

A. C. LENDRUM

THE ADRENAL CORTEX British Medical Bulletin, vol. 18,
no. 2. Edited by F. T. G. Prunty. (Pp. 89-170; illus-
trated. 20s.) London: British Council. 1962.

Another issue of the British Medical Bulletin devoted to
the adrenal cortex is a welcome review of recent work
in this field. The inclusion of articles discussing the
function of the adrenal cortex in animals other than man
is stimulating for the student of human physiology and
pathology.

Other articles deal with the synthesis and biogenesis of
adrenocortical steroids and disorders of biosynthesis in
man, the transport and cellular effects of these steroids,
as well as the clinical investigation of disorders of the
adrenal cortex. Finally there are three sections in which
the problems of the secretion and the effects of aldo-
sterone are discussed.
The wide-ranging evaluation of many persons' work

is balanced by a strong personal flavour maintained
throughout the monograph which holds the attention of
the reader. All the articles are relevant to clinical problems
of adrenal pathology and will be sources of information
and guidance as well as controversy for a number of years
to come.

M. G. RINSLER

TEXTBOOK OF BACTERIOLOGY, 9TH EDMON By R. W.
Fairbrother and Geoffrey Taylor. (Pp. viii + 510; 7
plates; 32 tables. 30s.) London: William Heinemann.
1962.

The fact that we now have the ninth edition of Fair-
brother's textbook (revised in collaboration with Geof-
frey Taylor) is good evidence of the book's valued place
in the teaching of medical students. It provides a moder-
ate-sized testbook dealing exclusively with medical
bacteriology in the classical sense; that is, it describes the
microbes and the methods for their isolation but gives no
more than passing reference to pathogenicity and epide-
miology.
The first 183 pages of the book are described as 'general

bacteriology' and include chapters on immunity and
allergy, and on chemotherapy, but only 15 pages on
'infection', in which are included both pathogenetic
mechanisms and modes of transfer of infection. There
follow 200 pages of systematic descriptive bacteriology,
and single chapters on viruses, rickettsiae, bacteriophage,
and the bacteriology of water, milk, and shellfish. There
is a short final section on technique. Fungi are not dis-
cussed.
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